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Choose us because of the advantages 
as belowed.

 We focus on the CCTV Power Supply productions already 10 years.

 Our factory passed ISO9001:2015

 The certification company will come to check our factory every three 
months(UL QC Team). We guarantee true and effective certification.

 We are 24 hours online service,our products are support 2 years warranty.

 We accept OEM/ODM Order.Any of your custom demands ,We will try our 
best to meet you.



Choose our power supplies because of 
the guarantees as belowed.

 For the main components we use the name brand with UL Standard. 

 Our company have UL and Level VI with high Efficiency.

 Our Ripple & Noise is lower. For example 20A boxed power supply is 20-30mv.

 For the AC Cable is UL standard  pure cupper.

 The 10A,20A UL boxed power supplies have over-temperature protection with the temperature 
control Fan. The Fan will working when temperatrure up to 45 °,Or fan will not start if 
temperatrure lower than 45 °.so for home use,It will not happen the fan noise. It will protect the 

Power supply."

 Our UPS is zero second delay. When the power off, the battery will immediately power the device. 
Especially when you use the power supply for the DVR. The DVR don't need to be rebooted."

 Our power supply box have Short Circuit Protection, High voltage protection and Over Current 
Protection.
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Workshop
Our company has areas of 3500 M², including warehouses.



Workers are working
There are about 150 workers in our factory.



Product are been aging.
Our power supplies will be aging test one by one for 2 hours, The aging 
room was controled by the computer, Datas will be showed on the 
computer with the voltage ,amperes for each model.



Labels are printed by Laser Printing.



Electronic warehouse

E-warehouse 24 hours to open air 
conditioning to maintain a certain 
temperature, Keep the electronic 
components cool.



5 times inspection before delivery

1.PCB inspection 2.Semi-finished product 
inspection

3.Aging Testing

4. Ultrasonic testing5. Finished product testing


